Surgical Treatment of Chronic Elbow Dislocation Allowing for Early Range of Motion: Operative Technique and Clinical Results
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Objectives: To describe the surgical treatment and patient outcomes of chronic elbow dislocations.

Design: Retrospective review.

Setting: Two tertiary referral centers.

Patients/Participants: All patients with surgically treated chronic elbow dislocation with no associated articular fracture from January 2009 to January 2015.

Intervention: Review of patient demographics, injury chronicity, surgical technique, and patient outcomes.

Main Outcome Measurement: Clinical outcomes included elbow range of motion and complications. Radiographic outcomes included the presence of heterotopic ossification. Patient-reported outcomes included the Mayo Elbow Performance Index (MEPI) and the Summary Outcome Determination (SOD).

Results: Thirty-two patients with mean follow-up of 22 months (range, 13–41 months) were included. The mean dislocation duration was 6 months (range, 1–34 months). The mean preoperative range of motion was 8 degrees (range, 0–30 degrees). There were no infections or recurrent dislocations. One patient developed transient ulnar nerve palsy postoperatively. There were no cases of new or progressive heterotopic ossification. The mean postoperative extension was 31 degrees (range, 0–75 degrees), and the mean postoperative flexion was 132 degrees (range, 95–150 degrees); the mean final arc of motion was 101 degrees (range, 50–140 degrees). The mean postoperative MEPI was 93 (range, 70–100), and the mean SOD score was 9 (range, 6–10). Using the MEPI, 97% (31/32 patients) had good or excellent outcome. There was no difference in flexion/extension arc or MEPI scores between groups of elbows older and younger than 17 years or dislocations less or more than 3 months.

Conclusion: This is the largest case series of surgically treated patients with chronic elbow dislocation. Using our surgical technique, 97% of patients had good or excellent outcome with a low complication rate. Open reduction of chronic elbow dislocation can be accomplished while permitting early motion with minimal recurrent dislocation risk.
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INTRODUCTION

The treatment of chronic elbow dislocation is a challenging problem. Historically, the results have been hampered by frequent stiffness, recurrent instability, and/or dysfunction related to violation of the extensor mechanism. Postoperative complications have led some surgeons to recommend against surgical procedures for older patients and patients who are more than 3 months out from initial injury.

Whether to augment the reduction with external fixation, reconstruct the collateral ligaments, and the length of immobilization or even transarticular pinning are all topics of interest in the related literature. Although chronic elbow dislocation is a rare problem in the developed world, it is very common condition seen by surgeons in developing countries where presentation is often delayed and dislocations are often initially treated by traditional bonesetters.

We have developed a straightforward surgical technique that allows for early elbow range of motion (ROM) with a little risk of recurrent instability. We present the operative technique and results of this surgical technique from 2 tertiary centers in Ethiopia. Our hypothesis is that our surgical technique and postoperative rehabilitation protocol allows for good patient outcome regardless of injury duration.
PATIENTS AND METHODS

This study was a retrospective review of patients who had undergone surgical treatment of a chronic elbow dislocation without associated articular fracture performed at tertiary medical centers in Africa between January 2009 and January 2015 when the authors were using a combined medial and lateral approach (see Table, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A248, for patient demographics and outcomes). All elbows in this series were treated without violation of the triceps and without reconstruction of the ligaments. In the years before this series, the senior author (D.R.A.) was using a single posterior approach with flaps but did not record patient data or contacts for this previous cohort. Patients were excluded if they had an associated articular fracture such as radial head, coronoid, or olecranon or did not have follow-up examinations or radiographs (see Figures, Supplemental Digital Content 2 and 3, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A249 and http://links.lww.com/JOT/A250, for elbow radiographs before and after surgical reduction). We did not have access to the number of cases or patient data on patients excluded because of associated articular fractures. All patients treated who meet the inclusion criteria returned for follow-up radiographs. Thirty-six patients were treated for chronic elbow dislocation without associated articular fracture during the study period. Four patients had less than 12 months of follow-up and were excluded from the study.

Physical examination and anteroposterior and lateral elbow radiographs were obtained on all patients who returned for follow-up. The Mayo Elbow Performance Index (MEPI) and the Summary Outcome Determination (SOD) score were used to assess outcome at the final follow-up. For the MEPI, scores of 90–100 were considered excellent, 75–89 good, 60–74 fair, and <60 poor. The SOD score is from 10 to −10 and is assessed by the patient, with a 0 representing no change in the elbow, 10 represents a totally normal elbow, and −10 represents the worst possible outcome such as death from complications of surgery.

Technique

Anesthesia was routinely an ultrasound-directed supraclavicular block alone at one tertiary center (majority of cases in series) and general anesthesia at the other center and in most pediatric cases. Pneumatic tourniquets were routinely used as well as preoperative antibiotics, which was weight-based dosing of gentamicin and oxacillin at one institution and a third-generation cephalosporin at the other. The operative technique involved separate medial and lateral approaches to the elbow, while sparing the triceps mechanism. Patients were positioned supine with no arm board. Availability of intraoperative fluoroscopy was limited and not routinely used (see Video, Supplemental Digital Content 4, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A263).

Superficial Lateral Dissection

A skin incision was made along the supracondylar ridge to the level of the lateral epicondyle. From there, the incision was continued posteriorly and centered over the palpated radial head (Fig. 1). The deep lateral dissection separated the brachioradialis and extensor carpi radialis longus from the triceps and anconeus posteriorly along the supracondylar ridge (Fig. 2). These muscles were mobilized off the distal humerus with a Freer elevator subperiosteally in adults down to the distal ridge of the humerus. In pediatric patients, the sleeves were developed outside the periosteum so as to protect the growth plate of the distal humerus and its blood supply. As dissection is performed distally, the adherence of scar tissue was more robust, and release adjacent to the joint was facilitated by cautery. At the level of the lateral epicondyle, the effort was made to divide the soft tissues into equal anterior and posterior sleeves; the dissection was then directed posteriorly over the palpated radial head during forearm pronation/supination. Cautery was typically used to divide tissue over the radial head into anterior and posterior sleeves, which was composed of scar tissue and a small amount of anconeus muscle.

Deep Lateral Dissection

Once the radial head was visualized, dissection was carried toward the lateral epicondyle and extended along bone both posteriorly and anteriorly. During this dissection, the lateral condyle cartilage was carefully protected, and posterior dissection distal to the radial neck was avoided to protect the radial nerve. Frequently, heterotopic ossification (HO) was encountered posterolaterally; the dissection was performed around the heterotrophic ossification to then expose the posterior aspect of the capitellum and then developed anteriorly. Finger dissection anterior to the capitellum was often effective if the elbow is dislocated less than 2 months while more chronic dislocations frequently require a 15 blade to dissect the scar anteriorly and posteriorly off the articular surfaces.

Superficial Medial Dissection

A medial skin incision was made over the medial supracondylar ridge and extended along the medial
epicondyle and 2 cm distal in line with the supracondylar ridge (Figs. 3 and 4) (see Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 5, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A251, for the development of medial-sided anterior and posterior soft tissue sleeves) The next step was identifying and mobilizing the ulnar nerve, which was safest to identify proximally outside the zone of injury and then followed distally. The nerve uniformly deviates in the direction of the olecranon dislocation, and therefore, careful dissection was required to dissect down the middle of the nerve millimeter by millimeter along its serpiginous course until the first muscular branch to the flexor carpi ulnaris was identified. Careful dissection is also paramount, as the nerve is often deeply encased in the scar. It is important to completely mobilize the nerve to protect it from traction injury during the ensuing medial dissection and allow for transposition at the end of the case.

Deep Medial Dissection

The brachialis was then mobilized anteriorly off of the distal humerus subperiosteally in the adult and extraperiosteally in the child. Dissection started proximally out of the zone of injury and progressed distally. Cautery was routinely used closer to the joint, as the scar was often very thick and adherent. Distal dissection on the medial side was cheated posterior so that the anterior sleeve completely contains the flexor pronator group’s insertion at the distal supracondylar ridge and the medial epicondyle (Fig. 4). This soft tissue sleeve also included the insertion of the medial collateral ligament from the medial epicondyle. The posterior soft tissue sleeve at the medial epicondyle included scar, pericapsular tissue, and the triceps expansion. Anteriorly, the dissection was carried into the joint with care to stay on bone in the adult and close to bone in the child. Once the trochlear articular surface was visualized, finger or 15-blade dissection was used to release the capsule and scar at the articular margin anteriorly. The distal dissection was then carried anteriorly until all capsular tissues are released from both the medial epicondyle and condyle. The articular surface of the anterior humerus can then be fully visualized. Typically, the anterior dissection was much easier than the posterior dissection.

Once the anteromedial dissection was completed, the posteromedial dissection was commenced. The elbow was gently flexed and extended to delineate the contour of the dislocated olecranon so as to identify its articular surface. The triceps was then mobilized off of the posterior supracondylar ridge 4–5 cm, and dissection was extended to the tip of the olecranon, freeing the olecranon from the posterior humerus medially. Flexing and extending the elbow permits palpation of the olecranon; soft tissues are cut in line with the contour of the olecranon with care not to injure the articular surface.

Lateral Olecranon Dissection

Attention was then directed to the lateral elbow again; the radial head was mobilized from the posterior humeral soft tissues, but dissection was not extended distal to the radial head. Then, dissection was carried anterior to the radial head.
in a medial direction with the goal of locating the articular surface of the olecranon’s proximal radioulnar articulation and the rest of the lateral olecranon articular surface with the humerus from the lateral side. From the lateral incision, dissection was carried toward the lateral olecranon. The elbow was flexed and extended, and the olecranon was palpated within the scar. The olecranon was repeatedly palpated, and with careful dissection, the scar adherent between the olecranon and the posterior humerus gives way, and the olecranon articular surface becomes evident. The tip of the olecranon was then mobilized and freed from any scaring to the posterior humerus. At this point, there was usually a minimal scar remaining, and the olecranon and radius are completely freed from the distal humerus. The “naked” distal humerus was then mobilized either out of the medial or lateral wound depending on the ease (Fig. 5). If performed properly, the periosteum in a child goes all the way down to the articular surface (see Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 6, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A252, for photographs of preservation of the periosteum in a pediatric elbow), whereas in adults, the distal humerus was basically free of soft tissue (Fig. 5). The radial head proximal to its neck was uniformly without soft tissue adherence at this point.

Olecranon Articular Scar Dissection

The olecranon articular surface is routinely covered with the adherent scar, which requires careful dissection. Once the articular cartilage margin is identified, the adherent scar is mobilized starting from 1 margin and working across the joint. The scar was elevated en masse from the cartilage with gentle leverage from a Freer elevator or gentle dissection with a 15 blade while attempting to preserve the underlying articular cartilage (see Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 7, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A253, for photographs of the scar adherent to the distal humerus) (see Figures, Supplemental Digital Content 8A and B, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A254, for photographs of olecranon and coronoid before and after debridement of the scar and HO). At some point, the mass of the adherent articular scar becomes mobilized and completely excised. It was essential to identify and remove the bands of scar running parallel to the olecranon so as to allow full congruent reduction of the olecranon in the trochlea. The depths of the olecranon fossae and coronoid fossae are cleaned out with a curette or rongeurs of scar. Any HO was removed; this was almost uniformly present adjacent to the radial head on the posterolateral humerus and was completely removed in both children and adults with aide of rongeurs (see Figures, Supplemental Digital Content 9A and B, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A255, for photographs of the distal humerus before and after removal of HO).

Elbow Reduction

Attention was redirected medially with care taken to make sure that there was adequate space between the anterior
and posterior soft tissue sleeves distally to permit passage for reduction of the humerus. This usually required deep dissection into the flexor pronator mass in line with the ulnar nerve until the first motor branch was identified. Care was taken to avoid entrapment of the ulnar nerve when reducing the elbow. The elbow was then carefully inspected for impinging soft tissue from around the olecranon to be sure that the elbow was concentrically reduced with near full extension. The triceps was uniformly tight with flexion of the reduced elbow; care should be taken to avoid forceful manipulation, as gentle incremental manipulation was usually enough to stretch the triceps. In approximately 25% of elbows, an 18-gauge needle was used to repeatedly pierce the triceps tendon percutaneously to incrementally lengthen it (see Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 10, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A256, for drawing of needle barbotage lengthening of triceps). As a caveat, generous needle barbotage can lead to significant swelling and should be avoided.

Lateral Closure

The tourniquet was released during the soft tissue repair, which reverses the hyperemia often otherwise present during flap closure. The elbow was irrigated with a dilute bleach solution made from household bleach and sterilized tap water similar to Dakin solution, which along with preoperative antibiotics likely contributes to our lack of infection in this series. Repair of the soft tissue starts on the lateral side, as the supine positioning makes lateral closure easier to start with and it is essential to ensure that the radial head is congruent with the center of the capitellum (see Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 11, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A257, for photographs of radial head/capitellum reduction before closure) (see Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 12, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A258, for photographs of lateral closure of sleeves sutured to the epicondyle through tunnels). The soft tissue envelope was repaired around the elbow as sleeves; no attempt was made to reconstruct or augment the ligaments individually (see Figures, Supplemental Digital Content 13A–B, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A259, for drawing of lateral closure with relevant anatomy).

One anterior to posterior drill hole was made through the center of the lateral epicondyle using a towel clip or 2.0-mm drill. The elbow was held at 90 degrees of flexion while a #1 braided absorbable suture was used to take tissue first from the anterior sleeve (extensor origin and extensor radialis longus) through the bone tunnel and then the posterior sleeve (anconeus and extensor origin) and then another pass through adjacent tissue through the same tunnel in the direction of throw and then the suture is tied. The suture with the needle is not cut but rather continued distally as a running whipstitch in 4-mm intervals until the sleeves are fully repaired over the radial head. The whipstitch was then reversed and whipped proximally until the lateral side is completely repaired with a double repair over the radial head epicondyle extent of the elbow adding additional strength.

Medial Closure

The medial closure was undertaken with the elbow at 90 degrees of flexion and with the shoulder abducted 90 degrees and externally rotated. Once again the elbow was checked for full concentric reduction. In the majority of cases, the ulnar nerve was ultimately transposed anteriorly and submuscularly beneath the anterior sleeve (flexor pronator mass) adjacent to the joint and left superficial to the sleeves in the minority of cases.

A 2.0-mm drill hole was placed from anterior to posterior through the center of the medial epicondyle. A #1 braided absorbable suture was again used to repair the flexor pronator origin to the medial epicondyle (see Figures, Supplemental Digital Content 14A and B, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A260, for drawing of medial closure with relevant anatomy). In a similar fashion to the lateral side, the suture was passed through the flexor pronator mass/scar tissue, through the bone tunnel, and then through the pericapsular tissues/triceps expansion at the level of the medial epicondyle. The suture was passed again through the tunnel through adjacent tissue forming a double-throw stitch and tied and then continued distally as a whipstitch. The anterior and posterior sleeves are again repaired in a similar fashion to the lateral side with repair of the distal sleeves to the extent that the ulnar nerve allows and then running the stitch in a whipstitch fashion proximally until the anterior sleeve (flexor pronator mass distally and the brachialis proximally) was completely repaired to the posterior sleeve (the triceps expansion). At the level of the elbow, these soft tissue sleeves include scar, ligamentous tissue, capsular tissues, and muscle attachments. With the bony anatomy returned to its normal position, the soft tissue attachments are as close as possible to their original anatomy. Care has been taken throughout to not create individual tissue layers, which would only weaken the construct. The scar has been incorporated into the repair and adds strength. The skin was closed in a running manner, and the finger of a surgical glove was used as a drain on the ulnar side of the elbow to prevent hematoma formation.

Postoperative Protocol

We did not use wire fixation or external fixators in any of the elbows in our series, as the elbows demonstrated intraoperative intrinsic stability when closure was complete. The elbow was placed in a simple sling alone made from a gauze bandage tied around the wrist at 90–100 degrees routinely in adults. If there was any concern over elbow stability or patient compliance (pediatric patients), a posterior splint was used for the first 2 weeks. Unrestricted elbow flexion was initiated under the guidance of a physical therapist 2 days after surgery with no extension beyond 90 degrees permitted; the sling was used as an extension limit and therefore not removed for physical therapy (see Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 15, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A261, for photographs of early ROM with typical sling). Extension beyond 90 degrees was initiated 2 weeks after surgery (see Figures, Supplemental Digital Content 16A–C, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A262, for photographs demonstrating ROM at 6 weeks after surgery). One month after surgery, patients were told to carry a can with increasing amounts of water to work on extension for 10 minutes at a time 3 times a day.

We did not routinely use indomethacin for heterotrophic ossification prophylaxis except in cases in which
HO was abundant at the time of surgery and the duration of dislocation was less than 6 months. In those patients, prophylactic indomethacin was initiated immediately after surgery for 1 month. These patients accounted for approximately 25% of the cases in this series.

**Statistics**

We compared final ROM arc and final Mayo outcome scores between patients 17 years old and younger as compared to patients older than 17 years. Similarly, we compared final ROM arc and final Mayo outcome scores between patients with a chronic dislocation of 3 months or less with chronic dislocations greater than 3 months. We additionally compared final ROM arc and final Mayo outcome scores between patients with a chronic dislocation of 1 month or less with chronic dislocations greater than 1 month. All the collected data were analyzed using a commercially available software package (Microsoft Excel; Microsoft Corp, Redmond, WA). Clinical outcomes as continuous variables were compared between the patient groups using an independent-samples t test.

**RESULTS**

Thirty-two patients (24 males) formed our study cohort, with a mean age of 25 years (range, 9–56 years) (see Table, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/JOT/A248, for patient demographics and outcomes). Twenty-six of the surgeries were performed by the senior author (D.R.A.) at Soddo Christian Hospital, Soddo Ethiopia, 5 surgeries by author S.H. at Black Lion Hospital, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, and 1 surgery at Compassion Evangelical Hospital, Guinea, West Africa, by author S.W.O.

The mean patient follow-up was 22 months (range, 13–41 months). The duration of dislocation averaged 6 months (range, 1–34 months, SD 7 months). Preoperatively, there were no neurologic deficits present. The mean preoperative flexion/extension arc was 8 degrees (range, 0–30 degrees). The mean postoperative extension was 31 degrees (range, 0–75 degrees), and the mean postoperative flexion was 132 degrees (range, 95–150 degrees). The mean flexion/extension arc of motion at final follow-up was 101 degrees (range, 50–140 degrees, SD ± 26 degrees). The mean final pronation/supination arc of motion was 121 degrees (range, 70–150 degrees). All patients had improvement in elbow motion. Using 100 degrees as a functional arc, 53% (17/32 patients) had functional flexion/extension arc and 78% (25/32 patients) had functional pronation/supination arc. The mean postoperative MEPI was 93 (range, 70–100), and the mean SOD score was 9 (range, 6–10). Thirty-one of 32 patients (97%) had good or excellent outcome as measured by the MEPI.

We first analyzed the age of patients as a factor in clinical outcome to see if this was a significant factor. We were unable to demonstrate a difference in final flexion/extension arc between patients 17 years old and younger (average 100 degrees, SD ± 16 degrees) as compared to patients older than 17 years (average 99 degrees, SD ± 24 degrees) (P = 0.91). Similarly, we were unable to demonstrate a difference in final Mayo outcome scores between patients 17 years old and younger (average 93, SD ± 12) as compared to patients older than 17 years (average 92, SD ± 7) (P = 0.75).

Second, we analyzed chronicity of dislocation before surgery as a factor in outcome. In comparing a chronic dislocation of 3 months or less with chronic dislocations greater than 3 months, we were unable to demonstrate a difference in final flexion/extension arc (less than 3 months: average 100 degrees, SD ± 25 degrees, vs. ≥3 months: average 98 degrees, SD ± 30 degrees, P = 0.83). In addition, we were unable to demonstrate a difference in final Mayo outcome scores between patients with a chronic dislocation of 3 months or less (average 95, SD ± 86) as compared to patients with chronic dislocations greater than 3 months (average 90, SD ± 9) (P = 0.13). Having found no difference in outcomes with a 3-month cutoff, we decided to use 1 month as a cutoff. We were unable to demonstrate a difference in final Mayo outcome scores between patients with a chronic dislocation of 1 month or less (n = 3, average 96, SD ± 6) as compared to patients with chronic dislocations greater than 1 month (average 91, SD ± 8) (P = 0.33). Finally, we were unable to demonstrate a difference in final flexion/extension arc (1 month or less: average 105 degrees, SD ± 39 degrees, vs. >1 month: average 98 degrees, SD ± 29 degrees, P = 0.397).

There were no infections or recurrent dislocations or subluxations. There were no cases of new or progressive heterotrophic ossification and no cases of spontaneous elbow ankylosis in this series. There was 1 patient who developed transient ulnar nerve palsy postoperatively that fully resolved by 2 months.

**DISCUSSION**

Although chronic elbow dislocations are rare in the developed world, they are a common problem in developing countries. A chronically dislocated elbow joint typically results in a contracted triceps muscle, fibrosis of the joint capsule, collateral ligament contracture, possible ulnar nerve involvement, and fibrosis of the articular surface and olecranon fossa. Any intervention must address these soft tissue abnormalities. Goals of surgical treatment of chronic simple elbow dislocations include improving patient outcome through obtaining a concentric reduction and restoring functional elbow joint ROM while preserving elbow stability. As surgical technique has evolved, surgeons have become more aggressive in treating chronic elbow dislocations operatively.

Injury chronicity and patient age were previously controversial factors when considering surgical intervention for chronic elbow dislocations. There are several older studies that report poor outcomes in patients with an elbow dislocation for greater than 3 months and suggest treating these patients either nonoperatively or surgically with elbow arthroplasty. In addition to the current study, more recent studies have demonstrated good functional outcomes in patients with elbow dislocation greater than 3 months duration. Mahaisavariya et al reported mixed results in 2 patients with an elbow dislocation for 60 weeks where the patients’ final arcl of motion was 30 and 100 degrees. Naidoo reported
functional elbow ROM (greater than or equal to 100 degrees) in 39% of patients (9/23) who underwent open reduction greater than 3 months (range, 4 months–4.5 years) after initial injury. In our series, 78% (25/32 patients) had an elbow dislocation for 3 months or greater, and we were able to restore 53% (17/32) of patients to functional ROM. Previous reports suggest that open reduction of chronic elbow dislocation in adults results in poor outcomes and that open reduction should be reserved for pediatric patients. However, our case series would agree with more recent studies that demonstrate significant functional improvement in adult patients. Based on our case series, open reduction should remain a treatment option for patients regardless of age and chronicity of injury.

To optimize treatment goals and patient function, various surgical approaches have been described for treating chronic elbow dislocations. Speed described a posterior approach with an associated triceps V-Y lengthening for open reduction of the chronically dislocated elbow. The benefits of the V-Y lengthening include improved ROM, especially in the elbow dislocations with greater chronicity. The downside of the V-Y lengthening is possible triceps weakness, delayed physiotherapy, and increased postsurgical pain. Despite several case series reporting good results using this approach, we elected to forego V-Y lengthening to avoid the aforementioned disadvantages. In the past, we have used a single posterior incision with developing of large medial and lateral flaps for exposure. However, our preference now is medial and lateral incisions. Although all of our patients had severely limited motion preoperatively and significant injury chronicity, our approach of developing medial and lateral flaps allowed for adequate debridement and a less risk of postoperative hematoma while permitting early motion and did not violate the extensor complex. These results also suggest that the contracted triceps may not play as much a role in motion limitations as previously believed.

Whether it is necessary to reconstruct the elbow ligaments to maintain stability remains a topic of debate. Proponents of ligament reconstruction suggest that recurrent instability can occur without collateral ligament reconstruction once functional ROM is restored. The argument against ligament reconstruction is that it adds to the complexity of surgery and potentially prolongs restriction of motion during recovery. In addition, the potential for nonanatomic (non-isometric) ligament reconstruction could restrict elbow motion and can subject the articular surfaces to increased pressure and development of arthritis. An alternative to maintaining elbow stability without restricting the joint motion, Jupiter et al. suggested using a hinged external fixator after open reduction. However, the excess cost and lack of availability in many developing countries make this option less desirable. In the current series, we created soft tissue sleeves on the medial and lateral aspects of the humerus that were repaired to their origin with bone tunnels and suture. None of the patients treated in our series developed elbow instability or had recurrent elbow dislocation. We were able to demonstrate adequate elbow stability while allowing for early motion without the need for supplemental external fixation. We believe that the use of our postoperative protocol limiting elbow extension to 90–100 degrees has prevented recurrent instability/subluxation. Since this patient cohort, we have had 1 pediatric patient with recurrent subluxation, which we believe was because of noncompliance with the flexion protocol with premature elbow extension. The overall complaint from patients has been elbow stiffness rather than instability, and follow-up radiographs have not demonstrated recurrent instability/subluxation to date.

Importantly, our patients had improved functional outcomes with a postsurgical complication rate that was similar to other case series in the literature. Our patients had a mean postoperative MEPI score of 93 and good or excellent outcomes in all patients except 1 (31/32 patients, 97%). Mehta et al. reported a mean MEPI of 89 with 80% (8/10) of excellent and good results. Similarly, Coulibaly et al. reported a mean MEPI of 86 with 82% (18/22) of excellent and good results. Our reported elbow motion at final follow-up is comparable with previous case series, despite the longer injury chronicity in our patients. In addition, we did not see a significant difference in arc ROM or MEPI scores between patients regarding chronicity of dislocation (both with 1- and 3-month cutoffs for comparison groups) or with age of patient (younger than or older than 17 years). There may have been a significant difference if there had been more patients with a dislocation of a month or less; we only had 3 patients in our series who were all 4 weeks dislocated. There were no infections, deaths, and/or recurrent instability. There was 1 patient with postoperative transient ulnar nerve palsy. After this palsy, we typically transposed the nerve beneath the anterior sleeve adjacent to the joint and had no other nerve issues. Although the authors differ in opinion regarding whether to transpose the nerve submuscularly or in the subcutaneous tissue, the overall emphasis should be on careful handling of the nerve when carefully dissecting it, as it deviates in the dislocated elbow and avoid traction or incarcerating it within the joint with reduction maneuvers. Our nerve palsy rate and time to palsy resolution are similar to what other case series have reported. Although leaving the nerve adjacent to the joint may seem counterintuitive, this has led to no issues to date; although in the absence of long-term follow-up, we cannot give a strong recommendation between the options of (1) transposing it in the subcutaneous tissue or (2) transposing it submuscularly below the anterior flap. That said, we know that there have been complete nerve palsies when other surgeons have attempted this surgery and left the ulnar nerve in situ without transposition. We believe that this is likely due to chronic shortening and scarring about the nerve resulting from the chronic dislocation. We chose to use prophylactic indomethacin selectively and had no issues with new or progressive HO.

LIMITATIONS

There were several limitations to our study. The study population was heterogeneous and included both pediatric and adult patients as well as a range of time dislocated from 1 to 34 months. However, we noted similar satisfactory improvement in function and motion in each group, which was favorable in comparison with clinical outcomes from the
previous case series published in the literature. Second, this was a retrospective study, and we did not include data or numbers of patients excluded because of articular fractures. Third, we failed to record the condition of the cartilage at the time of the surgery, which would have been helpful to correlate with outcomes. We have experience with 1 case of chronic elbow dislocation that went on to spontaneous elbow fusion. This elbow was outside this series and was treated with a single posterior incision before adopting the 2-incision approach. When debriding the scar during the open reduction of this case, it was noted that the entire cartilage surface of the distal humerus was delaminated and only loosely attached at the peripheral periosteal cartilage junction. Furthermore, we do not have follow-up for a control group to compare with our patient group that would further demonstrate the superiority of our evolved 2-incision surgical technique. Before using the 2-incision approach, we performed a number of reductions through a single-incision approach, which used large soft tissue flaps. We anecdotally believe that a 2-incision approach counterintuitively has less soft tissue dissection/less flap development and therefore less wound issues and related complications and may be the reason for our low rate of heterotrophic ossification in our series. However, we do not have follow-up on this previous series of single-incision elbow relocations to compare outcomes with patients who underwent a 2-incision approach. Finally, we had been curious regarding the benefits of the 2-incision approach and therefore chose to follow our series after developing this technique. We unfortunately did not record the patient data on relocations performed in chronic elbow dislocations that also had fractures and therefore do not have data on elbows excluded from this study.

Strengths of the current study are that this is the largest case series of surgically treated chronic elbow dislocations in the literature. Although most surgeries were performed by the senior author (D.R.A.), we demonstrated consistent results with other surgeons when using a consistent technique that is low tech and low cost, permits early ROM with a low complication rate. In addition, we demonstrated good functional results in both pediatric and adult patients, as well as a broad range of injury chronicity indicating that this surgical technique has wide patient applicability. Finally, patients had good functional outcomes as measured by both the MEPI and SOD.

CONCLUSIONS

Our series of open reduction of chronic elbow dislocation demonstrates that early motion can be permitted with a little risk of recurrent dislocation if the triceps complex is maintained. Anatomic reduction of the bony anatomy is paramount; removing HO and scar from the articular surfaces and fossa is necessary to obtain concentric reduction and to permit full, impingement-free motion. Equally important is maintaining intact opposing flexor and extensors of the elbow for stability, which permits early motion and may prevent elbow stiffness. Creating and then closing soft tissue envelopes around an anatomic bony reduction creates a stable environment without a need for external fixation, ligamentous reconstruction, or prolonged immobilization. In our case series, we report good and excellent outcomes in 97% of patients greater than 1 year from surgical treatment.
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